
  Projects: Conversation
  11/30/2017

  In the past few weeks, we invited people from the community to come and speak with us. Today, we would like
to concentrate on our own respective areas of interest. Towards this end, we propose a series of interviews,
where course participants interview each other. We propose the following format:

�.   We randomly paired interviewer and interviewee.
�.   In today’s class, we will generate questions. These may be questions you have about the course itself,

presentations, or about tangential concerns from the past few weeks. You may or may not use the
generated questions in your respective interviews.  

�.   In the coming week or two, each interviewer is expected to interview their interviewee.  No class is
scheduled on November 6, leaving you additional time to participate in the interviews.  The format of the
interview itself is left to the individuals concerned but we recommend that you proceed for an oral (possibly
recorded) interview, which is revisited a few days later in concentrated written form.

�.   The interviews are due on November 13.  The interviews’ final form will consist of a 3-page document (not
longer).  We are not interested in a transcript of the oral interviews. We encourage you to proceed from an
oral exchange; to revisit the exchange; to formulate new questions and answers in written form.

�.   Ideally, each interview will encourage the respective participants to clarify additional research they would
like to pursue. This can take the form of a bibliography, filmography, among others. 

  Interviewer   Interviewee

  Amelia Farley �amelia.r.farley@gmail.com�
  Anton Luz �antonluz�@gmail.com�
  Ariana Freitag �freitag@cooper.edu�
  Carl Berzow �carlberzow@gmx.de�
  Casey Gollan �casey@bullshit.systems�
  Cecilia Bjartmar �ceciliabjartmar@gmail.com�
  Daniel Foster �foster�@cooper.edu�
  Dempzil Chavian �info@dempzil.co�
  Eva Kate Gabrielsen �evakategabrielsen@gmail.com�
  Faye Blue �blue�@cooper.edu�
  Harry Cullen �harrisonccullen@gmail.com�
  Jacob Jackmauh �jacobjackmauh@gmail.com�
  Jakob Biernat �jbiernat@gmail.com�
  Josiah Ellis �josiahdavidellis@gmail.com�
  Julian Mayfield �mayfield@cooper.edu�
  Kiersten Mercardo �kiwhartt@gmail.com�
  Mary Dwyer �marymorgandwyer@gmail.com�
  Mary Wichmann �wichmann@cooper.edu�
  Owen Law �owenhlaw@gmail.com�
  Sobel Uribe �uribe@cooper.edu�
  Victoria Sobel �v.g.sobel@gmail.com�
  Walid Raad �theatlasgroup@me.com�
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